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Problems of'Humanity
M
edicel
Medicel

science

and

technology

have

pl'esented

this

generation

of

Commonwealth lawyers with a remarkable catalogue of moral and legal dilemmas. Lord
Justice Ormrod, himself a ..qualified
qualified medical practitioner, told the Royal Society of
Medicine in 1978 that lawyers of today should welcome and not lament the opportunities
to choose mornl and legal positions. l If only" the dilemmas were not so complex and if
only the tools available to lawyers were more appropriate, we could perhaps share more
wholeheartedly this optimism. A number of decisions of our courts since Commonwealth

lawyers last met provide the focus of this paper. The controversies they point

~

are

pffied for the legal systems of nll Commonwealth countries. '\There
pa:;ed
,\There life and death are
concerned, we -are addressing the fundamental issues of humanity, central to every legal
system.
It .is useful to start a paper on such a topic by stating what will not be dealt

with. Any serious consideration of "the 'right to live
live'' in the context of the concerns of the
Comm~nwealth of Nations, shOUld,
Comm~nwealth
should, perhaps, addre:;s
addres"s the great world

countrie5 of the

issues of malnutrition and infection. The Executive Director of UNICEF -recently claime<;l
claime<;\
that 40,000 young children die every day from- malnutrition. Such a topic is not remote
from the concerns of the legal systems of the Commonwealth of Nations, as I discovered
in January

1983

when I attended a conference organised by the Commonwealth

Secretariat, ,UNICEF and the World Health Organisation in Harare, Zimbabwe.,
Zimbabwe." That
conference addressed the legal regulation of the marketing of breastmilk substitutes in

8

number of developing countries of the Commonwealth of Nations. In Papua New Guineu,
Guinea,
legislation has been enacted in an attempf to reduce and control the sale of breastmilk
substitutes. 2 As a consequence of this legislation, infant deaths from malnutrition and
inf ection resulting from incorrect or inadequate use of these products is reported to have
fallen. 3 Legislation on community health problems of this kind may affect the 'right to
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live' of larger numbers of the people of ttle Commonwealth of Nations than the topics I
will address. They are not subjects of concern for medical ndministrotors and health

workers only. They are of concern to lawyers and lawmakers as well. But I will not tackle
them.
live'' might have
In times gone by, a law conference paper on 'the right to live
provoked

~

discussion of the death penalty. Not so today. Some might e).-pect
€).-pect a discussion

of laws designed to assure the quality of life-- the right to enjoy a full life. They will not
find that discussion in these pages. Limitations of space also require exclusion of laws
against cultural practices involving infanticide, and laws on teralogens, such as new drugs,
herbicides and pollu,tants. Of necessity, this paper can examine only a few of the moral
nnd death. The realm of discourse is
and legal dilemmas presented to the law today by life and
bioethics and the law. The paper will proceed from 8a few words on the abortion debate to
. a number of riddlES now being presented to our IEgsl systems by advancing medical
technology as it affects the beginning of life. Turning to the issue of death and the law, it
particularly of the unchoosing very young and
will then examine some aspects of death, partiCUlarly
very old. Tn the course of this examination, attention will be called to recent cases and
nnd to
. some lEgislative developments both within the 'Commonwealth and beyond. Finally, a few
words will be offered in relation to the institutional problem of lawmaking that is posed
for all our countries by the variety and speed of the presentation of bioethical dilemmas.
The Abortion Debate
The common law of England traditionally fixed birth as the beginning of life, at
least for the purpose of the law of murder. The killing of an unborn child was not seen as
homicide, the human foetus not being regarded as a living 'person'. Such a view was not
taken by Christian church law, which regarded foetal life as inviolable. Abortion, at least
after 'quickening', was a separate felony at common law, although notions developed of
the circumstances in which abortion might be condoned to preserve the mother's life or to
prevent mental or physical risl<
risl{ to herA
This year marks exactly 10 years since the Supreme Court of the United States
held that the constitutional right of privacy in that country guaranteed a woman the right,
within certain limits, to choose whether or not to have an abortion. S This development
in the United States followed closely upon lEgislative reforms in England 6 and court
decisions in Australia and other Commonwealth countries extending the circumstances in
whi.ch abortion might lawfully
lawfUlly be carried out. 7 There are few issues which generate
such strong and ap[Jarently irreconcilable feeliq5s
feeli~s in modern s(:(!ieties
scx:!ieties thnn the law on
abortion.

In

February

1983

the new. Government

of Spain

was

reported

to be
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pro;:>osing lEgislation to permit abortion in three cases: to save the li fe of the mother,
following a rape and if the foetus appeared to be malformed in any way.S
way.8 Yet at the
sa1}1c time in Ireland, a proposal was being advanced for an amendment of the Irish
constitution in the following terms:

'The State acknowledges thc'rig;ht to life of the unborn and, with due regard tt the

equal right to life of the mother, guarantees

iii its laws to respect and, 8S far as

practicable, by its laws to defend and vindicate that right'.9
In the United States the so-called 'Righ.t to Life' organisations have secured the
introduction into the Congress of the Human Life Bill designed to reverse the abortion

ruling of the Supreme Court. The Bill seeks to avertu"rn the decision in Roe v Wade by
making certain 'findings of fact' and declarations of law. The first 'finding' is that 'the life
of each human being begins

a~

conception'. The resUlting
resulting declaration of the law is that,

for the [>urpose of enforcing the c,onstitutional obligation not to deprive persons of Ufe
without due process of law, 'each
~nce[>tion\IO The lEgislation
leach human life exists from ~nception\IO
is said to have the support of the President of the'United States. It has been criticised by
some women's groups and by constitutional lawyers, the latter on the ground that it
'undermines the historic powers of the
tile cour~ to protect our system of individual rights
against lEgislative encroachment'.!l
encroachment')l Even those who hesitate about the implications of
the proposed Irish and United States hgislative changes are sobered by the statistics on
abortion in the United States. Accordirg to the U.s. Census Bureau, in 1980 alone there
1
were more than 1.5 million abortions, with about 25% of the country
country's
s pregnancies

terminated by abortion. Abortion is now the most commonly performed surgical procedure
in the United States. In the space of a decade, in which there have continued to be
significant advances in techniques of contraception, what once was stigmatised and
puniShed
punished as a serious criminal offence has now become a relatively common procedure.
The danger of the law 'legging too far behind opinion
opinion and social attitudes' was a major
theme of Sir Rq5"er Ormrod's essny.l2 But capturing and converting and, if necessary,
coercing opinion and social attitudes is now the
the determined endeavour of many groups in
Commonwealth countries where abortions are regularly performed for 'therapeutic'
reasons. In the recent general. election in Australia, for example, the Right to Life
Association campiigned
campligned strongly in a number of marginal seats against candidates, of
whatever political persuasion, who had made
..statements in favour of 'the right to choose'
made"statements
and in favour of candidates who had previously moved to stop Federal health funds from
being used for ebortions.
abortions. 13
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Meanwhile, both in the courts and in Parliament, proponents of abortion seek to
find legal support for lheirviews:
their views:

* In April 1982, Mr. Justice Helsham in the Supreme Coort
COOTt of New South Wales
ordered that a I5-yesr-old State ward could have an abortion, notwithstanding the
opposition, on moral grounds of the Minister who was her legal guardian. Appeals
brought in the name of the unborn child to the Court of Appeal of New South Wales

and the High Crort of Australia failed, the latter on the basis that the issue had
become 'moot'
lmoat' because the abortion had already been performed.1
performed.l 4
~:

In New Zealand in November 1982, the Court of Appeal upheld the decision of Mr.

Justice Speight that the scheme and purpcse of the Contraception, Sterilization
and Abortion Act 1977 (N.Z.) did not allow any person to represent the interests of
Child, other than those who were involved in the !?rocess
I?rocess of prior medical
8n unborn child,

authorization. It was held that the appellant, Dr. Wall, had no stancH.ng to challenge
the certificate given by two consultants
conSUltants authorising the abortion to take place.l 5
'"~ In England, on 6 December 1982, the House
HOllse of Lords voted by 57:42 to reject a Bill
sponsored by

Anglican bishops to np.rrow

the circumstances for

Jawful
a lawful

termination of pregnancy. The Anglican Bishop of London claimed that the foetus
had a right to live and develop las a member of the human family'.l6
The decision of the New Zealand Court of Appeal illustrates the way in which talk of
'rights'
lrights' in moral or theoretical terms will prove empty unless those 'rights'
Irights' can be asserted
and, where necessary, enforced as legal rights in the courts.
' ..•There can be no doubt that -when
when the present 'proceedings were brought by Dr.
'..•There
Wall, they had as their primary purpose the protection of the rights of the unborn
child; and in considering the jurisdiction of the court to intervene ·and the claim of
Dr. Wall himself to invoke the jurisdiction if it exists, it is important not. to lose
sight of what must have been a deliberate parliamentary decision: the avoidance of
any attem[)t to spell out what were to be regarded as the legal rights of the unborn
which rights
child; with the consequential absence of any statutory means by which
enforced .•.It will be clear from what
whet we have said
(;,vhatever their nature) could be enforced.•.
that no lEgal statutory right in the unborn child can be spelt out of the Act now
under consideration which in itself would enable a direct claim of standing. That
being the case neither Dr. Wall nor anybody else could possibly claim to represent
the interests of the unborn child'.17

-5In reaching the view it did, the Court of Appeal of New Zealand made reference to carlier
English and Canadian decisions concerning the general question of the legal rights of the
unborn child in the context of abortion decisions.l 8 Reform of the law of standing
.before the courts is under consideration in a number of Commonwealth jurisdictions,
including in the Australian Low Reform Commission.l 9 Cases of concerned citizens
seeking t~ enforce criminal and other laws on the painfUl topic of abortion present
advocates' of reform of the law of standing with an acid test
teSt concerning the extent to
Which they are prepared to remove the obligation to establish a personal involvement or
interest before the courts will examine legal claims. 20
In Vitro Fertilization
n.ew medical technolcgies has mUltiplied
multiplied the problems for the law
The advent of new
ilIustl'sted by the abortion debate. The first successful birth by the procedure of external
iIIustl'sted
hUman fertilization took place in 1978. Since that date, rapid advances have
(in vitro) human
occurred in -the technique. Births have been recorded in at least four Commonwealth
countries (England, India, Australia and Canada). Supporters of the procedures by which in
vitro fertilization is achieved point to the relatively high numbers of involuntarily
infertile couplES. They see in this procedure the opportunity to circumvent physical
'abnormalities and to produce a child who would other~ise be denied to a willing couple.
They assert the right to live of the yet-to-be-born offspring of parents who would
otherwise be denied the fulfilment of parenthood. Critics express their reservations
because of. the extra-utero creation of human life, fears of where this many lead and
surplus fertilized human ova. Typically, donors _are
concern about the disposal of surplUS
hormonally stimulated to produce multiple eggs. After fertilization and implantation, the
issue arises as to what is to be done with any balance remaining. This analysis has been
offered:
Tfhere are several options for the fate of such surplus eggs. They might be killed
and discarded. They might be used to gain more knowledge about these early human
stages, in turn perhaps contributing to the safety and efficacy of the procedure. Or
they might be frozen and stored for other, later use. Each of the options is
controversial, for each raises the knotty issue of the legal and social status of the
early human-embryo. If one holds, as legislation pending in the U.S. Congress does,
that a person exists from conception, then any 9ption other than immediate retUl'n
to tne rece;>tive uterus (and possibly even that) is excluded. If, however, one holds
person ... then the options are
that the early embryo is something other than a person...then
admissible, but with a degree of restriction depending upon how close to a person
the early embryo is defined to be,.21

-6h~al probl,ems, both actual and potential, posed by in vitro
There _are numerous l~al
22
2
fertilization.
live' is when life begins, and
fertilization.2
The first of these, relevant to the 'right to live!

Httached to this life. For some, these are
at what point legal rights ought properly to be Httnched
simple questions. Supporters of the Human Life Bill before the United States Congress say
sny
that there is only one instant of time which is indisputably the moment at which a new
hUman life in being occurs, namely fertilization of the human egg by
potential human

~

Ill. man
Ill.:man

sperm cell. This is a definable instant which can be demonstrated. The whole development
Ct"lristian and other
of a human being progresses from that instant. Teachings of the Cl"lristian
religions

have lately

assigned

the

b~inning
b~inning

of

'humanness!

to

the

instant

of

conception. 23 On the other hand, critics suggest that thi'i
thi, is too Simplistic
simplistic a view. Some
claim, for example, that life is continuous from generation to generation. According to
this view, life does not arise anew in each individuaL Life does not begin at fertilization
and human life is no exception. Life, worthy of moral respect, antedates fertiliultion.
fertilizHtion. 24
Other observers suggest alternative times for the

assignm~nt
assignm~nt

of legal consequences and

enforceoble rights. These range from implantation (6 days); heart function (4 weeks);
acquisition of human form (6 weeks); brain function 02 ·weeks)j the first trimester (24
weeks)j thc test laid clown in Roc v Wadc; thc.functioningof
thc.functioning of the nervous system and birth.
normal moment at which legal systems recognize the commencement of
Birth is the normol
enforceable legal rights. 25 With all these possibilities, one can symp.."lthise with Justice
Blackmun in the United States Supreme Court when he concluded:
'We need not resolve the difficult question of when life begins. When those trained in
the re:;pective disciplines of medicine, philosophy and theology are unable to arrive at
any consensus, the judiciary, at this point in the development of man's knowledge, is
answer.,26
not in a position to speculate
speCUlate as to the answer.'26
This quandary as to when life begirn- or at least, at what point legally
enforceable consequeJ1.ces
consequel1-ces will be attached to human lifellfe- has agitated many thoughtfUl
thoughtful
observers in every country. But the issue is now presented with new urgency by the
technolcgy of in vitro fertilization. In Britain an enquiry has been established. In
Australia, State enquiries have been set up in New South Wales, Victoria, Queeru;land and
We:;tern Australia. As well, the Bio-Ethics Committee of the National Health and Medical
Research Council of Australia
AUstralia has launched its own investigation. When in opposition,
oPPosition, the
new Federal Attorney-G enernl of Australia (Senator Evans) urged that a reference on the
subject should be given to the Australian Law Reform Commission. So, far this has not
been done. In an interim report in 1982, the Victorian enquiry made recommendations on
safeguards, counselling of infertile couples, the provision
prOVision of information, selection of
participants

and

commlUlity

-7education. It did not specifically address the question of the commencement of tlUman
life. Indeed the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Melbourne criticized it for failing to
answer the question of whether or not the embryo was 'n human person, a piece of tissue
l 27
or some midway grading of h~man
h~man "being who has no rights
rights'.27
•
On the subject of the

of surplus embryos, the Victodan committee was divided. Whllsl
Whllst acknowledging
acknow1edging
disposal of
'the
thflt from the mo"ment
lthe deep concern' of a section of the community 'which considers th[1t
of fertilization an embryo is

8

being to be accorded substantial measure of reSpect
human being:

and rights (some. would sny at the same level as persons born alive)')
alive)!) the Victorian
committee

acknowledged

that

not all

members

of

the

community
comm;mity

shared

this

lphilosophical view of personhood and the attitude towards embryonic life thot derives
'philosophical
from

1
it,.28
it
,28 The committee was of the view that. in vitro fertilization would be

acceptable if all fertilized human ova (oocytes) were transferred back to the uterus of the
mother, Where too many embryos were produced to be tramferred,
donor mother.

8

majority

concernin~ handling of the excess embryos should be
believed the wishes of the couple concernin~

respected.

Hov.~ever
Hov.~ever

inCluding the Chairman (Professor· Louis Waller), had
a minority, including

reservations. It was the minoritis view that until the committee had had the time to
comider fully the implications of alternatives such as freeze-thawing 'of embryos,
donation of embryos and surrogate motherhood, the procedures of fertilizing extra
oocytes 'should not ·be employed' in programs for in vitro fertilization. This division of
opinion reflects the so far unresolved debate about the commencement of human life for
Ito live'.
livel.
the purposes of lEgal rights, including a legally enforceable right 'to
These are not just nice academic questions for the modern lawyer. They are not
the· number of angels that can dance on the head
the equivalent of earlier debates about theof a pin. Nor are they questions to be resolved by refere~ce to public 0l?inion
o!?inion polls, though
declining· support for in vitro fertilization (69% of
these show in Australia n general but decliningpopulation according to 8a Gallup Poll in July
the popUlation
JUly 1982, but only 44% supporting the
practice of freezing

embryos). 29

Controversies

l?roken out in Britain,
have now 1?roken

!lnd elsewhere about experimentation with human embryos, including for
Australia !l0d
transplant purposes. For example, in Melbourne medical scientists are experimenting with
pancreatic tissue removed from aborted .foetuses in research aimed at transplanting the
tissue into diabetics in order to restore supply of insulin.3 0 The prospect of specifically
tube in order to fgroW'
fgrowl basic organs for use in
developing human life in a test tUbe
tran';plantntion - discarding the remainder of the foetus - is now being seriously discussed
trfln';plantntion
in medical circles in many Commonw€'..alth. countri€'S. Supporters of the use of foetal
tissue, such as· Sir Gustav Nossol of Melbourne, suggest that the procedure has been
succ€'Ssful in mice and would relieve .great
successful
-great human suff.ering and discomfort. The right to
live, they might say, cannot be denied to people suffering a defective organ that could
readily

be

replaced

by

such

procedures.

Prof essor
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Peter Singer of the Monash Biocthics Centre, a philosopher, put it thus:
'The use of tissues from these foetuses may seem grisly and repellant but so is the

use of tissue from any corpses, for example the use of the pituitary gland to
prevent dwarfism in clliJdren born with a pituitary deficiency. Surely it is better
marke-,ly to health should be used fol'
that tissues that can save life or contribute marke,ily
these purposes rather than being incinerated or buriecJ1. 31

On the other hand critics are vocal. They point with concern to the special problems that
foetnl organs, but by the suggested positive
are pooed, not by the use of cadaver organs or foetal
creation of organs in order to provide a compatible supply. With due deference to the
couplffi, some observers are now calling for the law to intervene and to
needs of infertile CQuplffi,
stop such developments of

medical

teChnology. They
technology.

are

horrified

by

reported

involving the mixture of human sperm with the ova of rats. 3 2 They are
experiments involVing
alarmed at genetic engineers who have produced a strain of mice in the United States
twice as large as the normal household and farmyard pest. They nre warned by'
distinguished scientists, including Sir Macfarlane,Burnet, an Australian Nobel Laureate, of
the potential danger of experimenting with the cloning of viruses for fear that they might
generate recombinants or mutants of unacceptable human virulence. 33 They are fearful

of the .prospects
-prospects of human cloning. 34 They are perplexed by the patenting of life for!"!ls
now possible in the United States, at least, following the decision of the Supreme Court in
Diamond v Chalcrabarty.35 They are concerned about the inadequacies of the sanctions

on

enthusiastic scientists experimenting with genetic
genes. 36

engineering involving' human

Sir Gustav Nossal, an eminent Australian medical researcher, has said that
biotechnology is just moving so fast that the 'genie is out of the bottle'. Laws, he said,
cannot keep pace. Therefore, we should put faith in the scientists working with basic life
forms:
'Biotechnol<gy is moving so rapidly that if we have a Royal Commission, or
introduce legislation ~ about recombinant DNA or in vitro fertilization or heart
transplants or anyUling else of this nature, the ground will have shifted before we
have gone through the mechanicsj the action will have moved to the next level. It
is so much better to use soft-edged measures depending on human jUdgment
judgment and
decency, such as strong ethics committees including outside lay members to
monitor research and treatment in laboratories and hospitals.
is 'out of the b~?ttle
b~?ttle and cannot be put back'.37

I~

any case, the genie

-9Transplant Lav.'S
No clear answers have been found in Commonwealth lEgsl systems to most of
the issues just raised. Yet laws have been enacted to govern trAnsplnntation of humfln
humftn

organs and tissues. In some cases, as where the tissue is regenerative (such as blood and
skin), the problems posed for the law are mainly peripheral ones. To what extent, for
example, should the State step in to protect the 'right to life' of a young person where his
parents,·
a blood transfusion for reasons of religious
parents,' and possibly he himself, object to, say,
SOy,B
principle? 38 'Superficially, it
it may seem that donation of cadaveric tissue fOj,
for. transplant
purposes also raise few legal or moral questions. But an
nn examination of th(> Auslrfllilln
Austrflli(ln
Law Reform Commission's
Commission1s report on the subject will reveal that this is not so. Just as the
b~inning
specification, so has the definition of
b~inning of hUman
human life has proved elu~ive
elu~ive for -legal specification,

end. The Australian Law Reform Commission
commission 39 , the Canadian Law Reform
40
Commission
and numerous other bodies and
nnd lEgislatures have attempted definitions of
its

'death'. This is so, in part, because of conflict situations that potentially could
couJd arise
between the 'right
Tn
Iright to Ii ve'
vel of the dying donor and the 'right to live' of the recipient. In
ju~ing

the acceptability of a lEgislative scheme
un'der which
whiCh all.citizens are deemed to
Scheme un'cler

be donors of organs for transplant purposes, unless in their lifetime they 'opt out
out',l ,
consideration must f)e given to the claim on life of fellow citizens who will otherwise die
for
fOf want of available transplant material. 41
Nowhere in the Australian report, on transplantation laws is the 'right
'rlght to live'
more starkly faced than in respect of the needs of 8 youngyoung person ,.,. .t'hose
sugg-ested donor
hose sUg'g-ested
of a paired, but non-regenerative, organ is a sibling, also under legal
lEgSl age. On this issue,
the Australian Law Reform CommissionerS divided. Tv;o Commissioners (Sir Gerard
Brennan and Sir Zelman Cowen) took the view that, even in a case where life itself was
WAS at
stake, the law should forbid such donation, to defend a young person against improper
prESsure or bravado. 42 The majority preferred to permit such inter-sihling donation but
only in critical circumstances And then with the approval of a judg-e and
And ot~er procedural:
43
protections.
Legislation adopted in the different jurisdictions of Australia based on
the report have reflected this diVision of opinion. One has adopted the majority view but
position. Though. the fundamental values which underlie
most have adopted the minority pa;ition.
these differing conclusions are not artiCUlated, it-may be assumed that plAying

B

part was

a 'different value assigned to the role of the law and the ri¢lt to live of a young person
who might eifectively be condemned to die if there was a complete

l~l

prohibition.

-] 0THE HlGHT TO DIE

The Neonate

A number of eDses in Britain in the past year have requkect the courts to
tile other side of the coin: the right to die or to let die. Three of the CDses have
examine the
are undoUb
undoub tedly humnn persons in the eye of
concerned very young babies. These babies nre

fully born and therefore entitled to the lnw'sprotection,
lnw's protection, whAtever
the law, because fUlly

'hurnnnness' of the unhorn child, foetus, cmhryo
controversiE5 may exist in respec-t of the 'humanness'
or oocyte:

:\<

In Aug-ust 1981 the C:ourt of Appeal in EnglAnCl had to decide an appeal from a
decision delivered by Mr. Justice Ewbank concerning the p€'.rformance of An
Down'S Syndrome. The child also suffererl from an
operation on 0
0 child born with Down's
fata1. If tne
the child had been
obstruction which, without operation, could he fatal.
intel1ectually normal, the operation would have been instantly and routinely
intellectually
hcJievN"i, and
performed. nut the parents did not consent to the oper1.ltion. They hcJievc<!,
thllt it was in the childs interests that she should be
their doctors supported them, t1lnt
allowed, under sedation, -to die naturally. The Court of Appeal, ·reversing Mr.
deCiSion, made the child a ward of court and ordereCl
orderecl the
Justi ce Ewbank's decision,
44
operation to be performed.

*

obstetrician, Dr. Leonard Arthur, was acquitted by a
In November 1981 a specialist Obstetrician,
charge of -Rttempting- to
jury in the Leicester Crown Court in England of the charg-e
murder a mentally retarded new born baby, J?hn Pearson, who had been rejected by
his parents. The doctor had ordered a course of 'non-treatment' for the child.
prescrihing a pain-killing analgesic which also sedates and depresses appetite. As
reported, there was evidence that with 'normal treatment' the child Ilfld an 80 per
cent pra;pect of living to adulthood. The defence case ·was that the drug merely_
eased the child's inevitable progress towards death. A statement reportedly is:;ued
after the verdict by the British Medical Association, the Royal College of Nursing
and the M€dicel
Medical Protection Society urged thnt it WRS
was lthe
Ithe parents!
parents1 responsibility to
decide what was best for their child. It was the doctor's job to advise nnd help
them.'l The same statement claimed that the verdict showed that the pUblic
public wns
them.
right in allowing doctors considerable freedom in coping with the burden of
g-rent de8i
handicapped babies. 45 Yet it claimed that 'parents may find it a gorent
harder to reach 8 tacit agreement with the doctor that the child should he
be left to
gradually sli p out of 1i fe'. 46
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'" In Februa.ry 1982, the Court of Appeal in England hod to consider whether a ch.!ld
could bring an action against medical authorities alleging 'wrongful life!,
life', In the
Unit.ed States, actions have been brought by children and parents against doctors,

even by children against parents themselves, claiming lwrongful
'wrongful birth' or 'wrongful
life',
life'. WroTlg'ful birth cases involve the assertion of negligence in allowing pregnancy

(incompetent sterilization) or in permitting Or causing n defective birth. 1'Wrongful
life' cases involve the claim that" the life of physical or mental handicsp
handicap to which
the child is condemned from birth is such that reasonable parental and medical
precaution, before birth, would have required termination of the pregnancy.4
pregnancy.477
The Court of Appeal in England in 1982 dismissed such

B

on the basis that the
claim 011

co'mmon law of England did not recognise a cause of action against doctors for
allowing the child to be born deformed. 48 The court said
sllid that to impose
im-pose nn. duty to
terminate the child's life would make a further inroad into the sanctity of human
life, which would be against public policy.
The opportunity for controversy about these case:; is Virtually
virtually limitless. Both in
Britain 49 and in Australia 50 , discussion in the LEgal tind other journals has examined
whether death caused by the deliberate withholding of sustenance or ~f normal medical
treatment, withheld with

the intention to cause death, can constitute' murder or

manslaughter. The suggestion by medical organisations that such painful decisio~
decisio~ can
sim ply be left to the decision of parents, gUided
guided by their medical advisers, may be
sensible, practical and upheld by juries. But it may not give sufficient attention to the
-law's
·law's insistence that the criterion is not the best interests of the parents nOr the
protection of the public p.urse, let alone any social interest in eugenics. In the first case
above, Lord Justice Templeman stated the law's approach:
'[A] t the end of
the day it devolves on this court in this particular instance to
of'the
decide whether the life of this child is demonstrably going to be so awful that in
effect the child rnust
must be condemned to die, or whether the life of this child is still
so imponderable thnt
that it would be wrong for her to be condemned to die. There may
be cases, I -know not, of severe proved damage wher-e the future is so certain and
where the life

o~

the child is so bound to be full of pain nnd suffering that the court

might be driven to a different conclusion, but in the I?resent case the choice which
lies before the court is this: whether to allow an operation to take I?lace
place which may
result i,n
rnongoloid or whether (and I think this
i.n the child living 20 or 30 _yea~s as a mongoloid
rnllst
mllst be brutally the result) to terminate the life of a mongoloid child because she
a1so
"no doubt .that it. i.s
also has an intestinal complaint. Faced with that choice I have 'no
the duty of this court to decide that the child must live. The jUdg.e was much
affected

by

the

-12reasons given by the parents find

cnm~

to the conclusion that their wishes ought to

be respected. In my judgment he erred in that the duty of the court is to decide
take place'.51
whether it is in the interests of the child that an operation should tuke
These observations and the consequential obligation to perform the"1ife saving operation
populAr media. 52 But they were denounced by
received words of approbation in the popUlAr
mAny medical observers. For example, a Professor of Paedintrics said that society was
indulging in hypocrisy in insisting on 88 life-saving operation. Three hundred spina bifidn
indUlging
1
1960's
babies were allowed to die each year in the United Kingdom. In the 1950's and 1960
$

heroic efforts had been made to sustain such babies. Now, most of them grown into
floulthood y they languish in nursing homes, frequently unloved, unvisited and 'e
'a costly
fldulthood,
bUrden to themselves an6
and" to SOCiety'.
burden
society'. The Arthur trial and the other English cases have
generated a serious debate in Australia, and doubtless, in other Commonwealth countries.
li fted
They have Ii

8

stone and revealed a largely unknown world of medical practice

Rffecting the life of defective neonates. Sir Macfarlane Burnet asserted as a fact that in
-'standard practice where the product of birth is
Australia 'compassionate infanticide' was -lstandard
stich as to justify the term "monstrous
such
" mons trous lll .53 The course followed by Dr. Arthur in Britain
is apparently not at all uncommon in hospitals in Australia. 54 If it happens, it occurs
either with indifference to the law of murder (deliberate omissions intended to kill) or by
turning a blind eye in the comfortable knowledge that such decisions will rarely become
known, where they become known will rarely be prosecuted and, where prosecuted, will
rarely result in a jury conviction. It is not too much to say that decisions of the kind that
are apparently regularly made by doctors in the case of neonates born with gross physical
or mental disabilities are at present left to the vicissitude of unstructured, possibly
idicsyncratic determinations varying from individual to' individual and from hospital to
prinCiple, or at best
hospital. Such decisions appear to be made without sny guidance of principle,
with the help only of a closed hospital committee or an appeal to 'the
lthe traditional medical
way of doing things'.
was assailed because it
The decision of the Court of Appeal quoted above wos
required medical intervention to save the retarded child. But it has been equally
criticised,

from

the

uncompromi~ing. The
uncompromi~ing.

opposite

point

of

view,

because

it

was

not

sufficiently

child's life, if it had
door was left ajar for the termination of the childls

been shown that its life was '-demonstrably
l-demonstrably going to be so awful that in effect the child
l•55 In some ways this exempting phrase is more significant
die'.55
must be condemned to die
than anything else in the de0ision. The law's tendency to retreat to simplistic and absolute
rulES, respecting the sanctity of _every human life, may _seem unrealistic in the messy
business of a hospital crisis. It may be out of touch with majority community values,
certainly

in

Britain

and

Australia.

For

example,

an

opinion

poll in

Australia

·":::,.;"':i;
.":;"
;..,:.,:;

-13found that two out of three respondents believe that doctors should be allowed to permit a
,jt alive. 56 The present

badly deformed new born child to die, rather than to try to keep

state of the law is unsatisfactory. Plainly it is not being observed. Clearly it is offering
little gUidance in daily deci'3ions of life Rnd death in many hospitals. Attempts to improve
it would be more likely to succeed if they were developed by law reforming agencies. This
is no reflection
busy
renection upon the
the hard pressed judges
jUdges who, in urgent cases amidst other bUSy
duties, ha·ve had to respond immediately to the dilemmas posed by the cases I have
mentioned. I shall return to this point.
The M
M atme Adult
Time does not permit consideration of all the legal implications of eutllonasia,
eut!lonasia,
of so-called 'mercy killing'S7 or of reform of the law of suicide which, years after its
amendment in England, remain"> unreformed in many other parts of the Commonwealth of
Nations. 58 These and other issues are addressed in a 1982 wqrking paper of the Law
Commission of Canada, Euthanasia, Aiding Suicide and Cessation of
Treatment. 59 The Canadian Com mission recomm.ended that existing prohibitions in, the
Reform

Canadian Criminal Code concerning homicide should be maintained to forbid active
euthanasia in any form. It did not favour the complete decriminallsation of aiding or
counselling suicide. Nor did it favour enactment of legislation to permit a patient
suffering a. terminal illness to forbid prolongation of medical treatment. Such legislation
has been enacted in a number of Stutes
States of the United States.GO In Australia, Private
61
Member's Bills have been introduced in two State Parliaments along similar lines. 6l
The law on 'euthanasia' was examined in a recent decision of the English courts.
The case involved the prosecution of two members of the British Euthanasia Society EXIT.
They were charged with aiding and abetting suicide. The jury convicted the secretary of
EXIT, an Oxford don aged 34, and a 70 year old man who had been sent to visit eight
people contemplating suicide. Six of the people visited died by their own hand soon after
these visits. The Secretary of EXIT was sentenced to be imprisoned for two and a half
years. Sentencing .him, the trial judge said.
said, that he had flouted the law and was 'using the
Society, the object of which is to get the law changed J to jump the gun'. As he was led
from the dock at the Old Bailey to serve his term, he denounced 'the idiocy of the present
law" claiming that the law shOUld be changed to allow doctors to give a 'peacefUl
'peaceful death' to
people in great distress and suffering from terminal illness. An appeal resulted in
reduction of the sentence.

-14Support for voltmtary euthanasia, at least in the case of the seriously ill,
incapacitated and dying, is not n notion of a few disturbed cranks. A national opinion poll
in Australia in November 1982 revealed that 69% of the people polled believed that if an
adult has a terminal or chronic illness and wished to end his life, a doctor should help him

to die if asked to do so. Only 24% considered the doctor should refuse, 8% being
undecided. 62 Critics of euthanasia have tended to isolate the issue of active euthanasia
from the issue of the right of a terminal patient to refuse extraordinary care. But public
opinion indicators suggest that the law's rigid defence of human life and its refusal to
countenance moves to expedite the active termination of life (whatever its quality and
whatever the distress and pain being suffered) are simply not accepted by a large majority
of the population. The difficulty for reform is bringing such

B

distressing topic into the

open and providing useful criteria and procedures that will be properly defensive of human
life, but at the same time be respectful of individual autonomy, attentive to the relief of
pain and distress and accepting of the natural processes by which

w~

eventually move out

of this life.
V(·ry Old
The V(·ry
In the United States, more than in Commonweelth countries, decisions to

withhold life-prolonging treatment from very old or incompetent patients have tended in
recent years to move in increasing number from families and physicians into the courts. In
reject~d the
1977, in the case of Saikewicz 63 , the Massachusetts Supreme Court firmly reject~d
·adopted by the Supreme Court of New Jersey in the Quinlan case when it ruled
approach ·adoptecIby
that such decisions were to be made by the patient's family and physician, subject only to
review by the hospital's ethics committee. 64 The assertion of the function of the
courts, as guardian of very old or incompetent persons, to make decisions on life and
death has generated n flood of literature in medical, ·philosophical and legal journalS'.65
Courts in

the United States are

now appointing guardians ad litem

to

represent

incompetent persons ·and to conduct an adversary hearing on the issue of whether
treatment should be terminated, where the termination will probably result in death. A
typical recent

involve~
~ase involve~

Earle Spring, a 78 year old senile hemodialysis patient whose

final year of life was marked by continual court battles and" banner headlines as his wife
mo"ved from court to court in a vain struggle to terminate treatment which they
and son moVed
belieVed Earle Spring did not want. Adhering to the Saikewicz decision, the probate
probnte court
believed
in Massachusetts appointed a guardian ad litem to represent Earle Spring, conducted an
adversary hearing and issued an order to terminate the treatment. The guardian appealed.
The Crort of Appeals approved the probate judgers order. The guardian appealed again to
the

Supreme

Court

of

the

State.

That

court

determined

that

lit

was

on

-15son',66
error to delegate the decision to the attending physician and the ward's wife nnd son'.66
maHer was then remitted to the jUdge
judge at first instance. He ordered the guardian 'to
'10
The ma'tter

('efrain from Buthorisingany
Buthorising any further life prolonging treatment until further order of the
(·efrain
Court'.' . Earle Spring was allowed to die.
Court
Lawyers have defended the case 85 the assertion by the law and the courts of
incompetent person
tile ultimate respect" for human life: providing legal protection for an incompetent
to moke a decision that he would have made himself had ,he been competent and had he

coincide) with the insistence in the English Court of
li;nown all the facts. Such a view coincide')
Appen1,
Appeal,

'Fortunately or unfortunately, .... the decision no longer lies with the parents or the
l
court/.67
doctors, but with this court
.67

Medical pr~ctitioners
pr~ctitioners and theologians are not so sure. Spring's physician was highly
Medical
critical of the way the case had been handled:
'If you must go to court

eve~y
eve~y

time a treatment is to be stopped, the implications

are mind bogglirg. These decisions ..• are made perhaps hundreds of times 8.a day in
Massachusetts .. .! do not think courts of law Can draw the line...The
linc ...The decision- that it
Massachusetts..
Ul? to the courts to say When
when treatment ends, was a very bad mistake'.68
is UI?
And a theologian reDected:
'Earle Spring suffered an additional year of hemodialysis. His family experienced
that SUffering and endured the pain and cost of litigation, headlines, murder
accusations and the agony of a public dying. The benefits for them: bitterness and
ruin. For the public: a Supreme Court opinion that evidences little
financial min.
realities, or tight legal reasoning, one that
sophistication, sensitivity to medical realities,or
will serve only to exacerbate the already existing tensions among patients,

courts/.l • 69
physicians,. families, lawyers, and courts
such as this may illustrate the need to defend the right to die and and to uphold the
Cases Such
of medical practitioners to le:;sen suffering instead of
of concentrating on prolonging
duties -of
for the longest I?ossible time- using any means and under any circumstances- a life
which is no longer fully human and which is drawing naturally to its close. 70 Death has
been described as the last great taboo of the 20th Century. Cases such as Quinlan,
Saikewicz and Spring in the United
Uriited States and the receo_t cases in England alert
Commonwealth lawyers to

~he

ultimately be forced to a.ddress, not
fact that they may Ultimately

merely the definition of death, but also the proper balance between the right to live and
the equal' right, in due time, to die naturally and with dignity, harassed neither by heroic

-16INSTITUTIONS

The subjects
sUbjects of this paper, because they touch two of the most fundamental
aspects of human existence, ate endlessly fascinating. Yet the points of this paper are
~sentiaJly
~sentiaJly

fife presenting to the law
two. The first is that medical science and technology fire

in our generation a large number of complex and intriguing puz7.Jes. They require moral
judgments. nut they also require legal jUdgements,
judgements, for they affect human life
and ethical jUdgments.
and traditionally the law has sought to guard and defend this precious, mysterious and
should rejoice in the moral choices that are posed for us
fragile phenomenon. Whether we shOUld
is beside the point. The choices that must now be made challenge many assumptions of the

legal system and pose issues that have never previously had to be considered. In vitro
fertilization is simply the most vivid illustration of the new technology. Many other
engineering,1 surrogate parentllood,
illustrations have been offered: cloning, genetic engineering
transplantation and

t~rmination of
t~rmination

lif e support, to name but a few.

The second point is. illustrated by the English, Australian, New Zealand and

.

other cases cited.
cited:. Bioethical questions are increasingly coming before our courts. With

Of busy and more familiar tasks,
little guidance from the legislature, judges in the midst Of

are required to offer decisions of principle in complex questions of life and death that
baffle philcsophers
philcsol?hers and theolcgians. When does life begin? Should aD. life sustaining
ol?eration on a deformed· infant take place? What principle distinguishes insisting on
operation
treatment in such a case from withholding it from the aged and chronically ill? Is
withdrawal of sustenance to a deformed baby, murder? Should there be an action for
should have standing to challenge an abortion or a decision to
'wrongful life'? Who shOUld
terminate treatment? What is 'death'?
Living with the new biology can be exciting. It will extend the intellectual
horizon of lawyers nnd lawmakers· throughout the Commonwealth of Nations. But if our
solutions are to escape the criticism of superficiality and unsophistication, or adherence
to values no longer shared by our communities, and if we are to provide legal principles
technology, it seems to me that
tliat we
that make some pretence to keeping pace with the technolcgy,
will need to do better than we have been doing. It is asking too much of the judiciary anci

the common law system, of the .adversary trial and the. limits of the curial process to
afford the next generation appropriate and satisfactory legal principles on these subjects
where these f,lre needed.
It is here that the law reforming agencies which have sprung up in all parts of

the Commonwealth of Nations have an essential role -to play. By painstaking and
hell?
interdisciplinary reSearch, by public consultation and community education, they can help
our

legislators

to

face

up

to

hard

-17-

questions that will otherwise be ignored or fudged, to the danger of the rule of law. It is
just as important to define where the law should not intrude as to try to state the
community's standards in rules that are relevant to the problems of today. If pressed, the
'common lRw
lAW system and the courts will provide answers to the new problems of life and
death. But the questions are so hard and the answers so uncertain that it will be safer and
wiser to address the problems in bodies which have more time, wider sources of
informatio·n and opinion and in which
whiCh the voices of scientists, theologians and philosophers
informatioOn
will be at least as lood as the voices of lawyers.
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